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Abstract 

Essential, idiopathic or primary hypertension is a hypertension form with no known etiology. Several studies have demonstrated 
that the autonomic system is involved in the pathogenesis of many cardio-vascular diseases such as hypertension The aim 
of our study is to describe the autonomic profile of patients with hypertension and discuss an eventual relationship between 
hypertension and sympathetic hyperactivity. It is a prospective study that included 10 patients admitted for essential hyperten-
sion in autonomic nervous system unit, cardiology center Mohammed V Military Hospital in Rabat, Morocco. All of them had 
cardiovascular autonomic testing included Deep Breathing, Hand-Grip, Mental Stress and orthostatic tests. The average age of 
patients was 62.1 years±6.86. The sex ratio was 1. At rest, systolic blood pressure was146.8 mmhg and diastolic blood pressure 
was 82 mmhg. The autonomic nervous testing showed a high alpha peripheral sympathetic response at 21.1 %, a normal alpha 
central sympathetic response at 10.1%, a low beta central sympathetic response at 8.5% and a vagal deficiency at 26.1%. This 
study showed a peripheral alpha adrenergic hyperactivity in most patients which may suggest a possible association between 
essential hypertension and alpha adrenergic overdrive. 
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Introduction  
Hypertension (HT) is defined as the blood pressure level at 
which the benefits of treatment unequivocally outweigh treat-
ment risks as documented by clinical trials [1]. However, cut-
offs have been established for clinical practice. HT can be de-
fined as office systolic blood pressure values ≥140 mmHg and/
or diastolic blood pressure values ≥90 mmHg [2]. Essential 
or idiopathic or primary hypertension is a hypertension form 
that is the result of no medical condition or no known etiology. 
Several studies looked for an eventual cause of essential hyper-
tension. The most popular theory is the role of sympathetic hy-
peractivity in essential HT pathogenesis. The aim of our study 
is to describe the autonomic profile of patients with HT and 
discuss an eventual relationship between HT and sympathetic 
hyperactivity.

Patients and Methods
It is a prospective study including 10 patients with essential 
HT admitted in the Autonomic Nervous System unit cardi-
ology center Mohammed V Military Hospital of Rabat. The 
autonomic testing included deep breathing (DB) for vagal 
activity, hand grip (HG) for peripheral alpha adrenergic ac-
tivity assessment, mental stress (MS) for central alpha- and 
beta-adrenergic activity, alpha-adrenergic activity is assessed 
through blood pressure variability.10 minutes tilt test was 
performed for vagal and sympathetic responses evaluation. 

Results 
The average age of patients was 62.1 years ±6.86 (Table 1). 
The sex ratio was 1 (Table 2). At rest, mean blood pressure was 
slightly above normal range (146.8 mmhg for systolic blood 
pressure and 82 mmhg for diastolic blood pressure) (Table 3). 
The autonomic nervous testing showed a higher alpha periph-
eral sympathetic response at 21.1 %, a normal alpha central 
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   Age (Year old)
N 10
Mean 62.1
Standard deviation 6.86
Minimum 50
Maximum 75

Sex Counts % of To-
tal

Female 5 50 %
Male 5 50 %

 

 SBP 
at rest 

(mmhg)

 DBP 
at rest 

(mmhg)

Central alpha 
adrenergic ac-
tivity (%)

Peripheral al-
pha adrenergic 
activity (%)

Central Beta 
adrenergic ac-
tivity (%)

V a g a l 
ac t iv i ty 
(%)

N 10 10 10 10 10 10
Mean 146.8 82 10.1 21.1 8.5 26.1
Minimum 120 67 1 9 1 11
Maximum 166 112 23 38 15 50

Table 1: Patients age.

Table 3: Autonomic tests results.

Table 2: Patients sex.

sympathetic response at 10.1%, a low beta central sympathetic 
response at 8.5% and a vagal deficiency at 26.1% (Table 3).

Discussion
Primary HT is the most prevalent cardiovascular disease 
worldwide.  It is termed as a silent killer as it leads to lethal 
complications even in asymptomatic patients. Blood pressure 
regulation mechanisms are nowadays very well known. The 
autonomic nervous system plays a critical role in vascular 
homeostasis regulation [3]. Neurological regulation of blood 
pressure and flow depends on the cardiovascular centers locat-
ed in the medulla oblongata. It involves baroreceptors reflexes 
located within blood vessels and heart chambers responding to 
the degree of stretch caused by the blood flow.
 When blood pressure increases, baroreceptors trigger para-
sympathetic stimulation. Therefore, cardiac output decreases. 
Sympathetic stimulation of the peripheral arterioles will also 
decrease, resulting in vasodilation causing blood pressure de-
crease [4]. In the other hand, when blood pressure drops too 
low, the rate of baroreceptors firing decreases. This triggers an 
increase in sympathetic heart stimulation, leading to cardiac 
output increasing [4]. It also triggers sympathetic stimulation 
of the peripheral vessels, resulting in vasoconstriction hence 
rising blood pressure.
  Sympathetic hyperactivity may be involved in prima-
ry hypertension. The purpose of this study was mainly to eval-
uate sympathetic activity when performing autonomic tests in 
patients with primary HT. We investigated whether sympathet-
ic activity is further increased in individuals with hypertension 
and found that hypertensive patients had a significantly higher 
sympathetic response to peripheral stimulation and a signifi-
cantly lower parasympathetic response. However, central sym-
pathetic response was within normal range. In Benjeloun et al. 
Study [5], both central and peripheral response were higher in 
patients with HT compared to normal patients whereas para-
sympathetic response was low. Therefore, HT pathogenesis 

may be a combination of a sympathetic overdrive and a low 
parasympathetic response.
The discovery of an autonomic disorder in hypertensive pa-
tients not only helps to identify the mechanisms of HT, but 
also to understand the pathophysiology of the cardiovascular 
system implication to help guide therapeutic decision as it is 
desirable to develop antihypertensive treatment by acting as 
well on the sympathetic overdrive, as already mentioned by 
some authors [6-8].

Conclusion
Our study showed a peripheral alpha-adrenergic hyperactivity 
and a low parasympathetic activity in most hypertensive pa-
tients. That suggests the role of autonomic system imbalance in 
HT pathogenesis due mostly to adrenergic overdrive and low 
parasympathetic activity. The understanding of HT pathophys-

iology may inspire new therapeutic strategies targeting both 
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems…
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